The President's Commission on Gender and Sexual Diversity

Welcome to The President's Commission on Gender and Sexual Diversity wiki space.

Here you will find Meeting agendas, a LGBTQIA Resource list, Calendar of Upcoming Events and information about the Commission and it's activities on and off the campus of Millersville University. Please visit here often as information is updated.
Millersville University has established a preferred name policy and procedures that allow students and employees to indicate their preferred first names to the University community even if they have not changed their legal names.

**Student Preferred First Name - myVille Portal**

- Preferred Name Policy
- FAQ’s

---

**Our Affirmation Statement:**

- Protect the civil rights of each individual, regardless of whom they love.
- Ensure equity among all people representative within the full spectrum of gender and sexual expression.
- Create an enduring culture of honor, compassion and respect for all.
I'm gay
I'm lesbian
I am bisexual
I am transgender
I am like you
I'm human

Where is it dangerous to be out?

More than a third of the 196 countries recognized on this planet consider homosexuality illegal.

We learn really little from more than 400 LGBTQ+ people living in the world and if we apply the evidence across the nation.
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